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 27.	The electric battery consisted of fifteen equal jars.    They
are coated eight inches upwards from the bottom, and are
twenty-three inches in circumference, so that each contains
184 square inches of glass, coated on both sides;   this is in-
dependent of the bottoms, which are of thicker glass, and
contain each about fifty square inches.
 28.	A good discharging train was arranged by connecting
metallically a sufficiently thick wire with the metallic gas pipes
of the house, with the metallic gas pipes belonging to the public
gas works of London, and also with the metallic water pipes
of London.   It was so effectual in its office as to carry off
instantaneously electricity of the feeblest tension, even that
of a single voltaic trough, and was essential to many of the
experiments.
 29.	The galvanometer was one or the other of those formerly
described,1 but the glass jar covering it and supporting the
needle was coated inside and outside with tinfoil, and the upper
part (left uncoated, that the motions of the needle might be
examined) was covered with a  frame  of  wirework,  having
numerous sharp points projecting from it.   When this frame
and the two coatings were connected with the discharging
train (28), an insulated point or ball, connected with the machine
when most active, might be brought within an inch of any
part of the galvanometer, yet without affecting the needle
within by ordinary electrical attraction or repulsion.
 30.	In connection with these precautions, it may be neces-
sary to state that the needle of the galvanometer is very liable
to  have  its  magnetic power deranged, diminished, or even
inverted by the passage of a shock through the instrument.    If
xThe galvanometer was roughly made, yet sufficiently delicate in its
indications. The wire was of copper covered with silk, and made sixteen
or eighteen convolutions. Two sewing-needles were magnetised and fixed
on to a stem of dried grass parallel to each other, but in opposite direc-
tions, and about half an inch apart; this system was suspended by a fibre
of unspun silk, so that the lower needle should be between the convolutions
of the multiplier, and the upper above them. The latter was by much
the most powerful magnet, and gave terrestrial direction to the whole;
fig. 3 represents the direction of the wire and of the needles when the
instrument was placed in the magnetic meridian: the ends of the wires
are marked A and B. The letters S and N designate the south and north
ends of the needle when affected merely by terrestrial magnetism; the end
N is therefore the marked pole. The whole instrument was protected
by a glass jar, and stood about eight feet from, and about sixteen or
seventeen degrees on one side of, the large magnet (which was composed
of about 450 bar magnets, fifteen inches long, one inch wide, and half an
inch thick, arranged in a box so as to present at one of its extremities two
external poles).

